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Gun Control Essay. Words | 3 Pages. Constitution give people the right, or should guns be restricted or banned because
they are used in the commission of .

Many innocent people feel they have the right to bear arms for protection, or even just the pleasure of hunting.
As an example, the tragedy was brought upon the nation on December 14 , twenty children and six staff
members was killed by a single man at Sandy Hook Elementary school. The only thing one hears concerning
guns is about murder and mass killings Next, you might give statistics on gun control such as ownership and
reason for ownership. Gun control can be defined as; laws or policies that regulate the manufacture, sale,
transfer, possession, modification, or use of firearms. This has been a very controversial issue over the past
recent years. So, this is your ultimate goal when writing such an essay and you should use all means at hand to
achieve it. That means gun violence is out of control, and you can be next. Guns and the idea of gun control
have been a high valued topic, between the Federal Government and state governments since the beginning of
the 20th century. You can write about the current gun control regulations or talk about which ideas on gun
control prevail today. Due to gun violence, people in America die every day Brady Campaign. Those for
stricter gun control and those who want better reform with out having the government grip tighten are locked
in a political battle with each side using the same weapons. So, on the bright side, you already have that. In an
argumentative essay, you are essentially limited to logos, whereas in a persuasive essay you can use all three
methods of persuasion in any combination. They were also the 1 method of death by homicide  Cruikshank ,
the United States v. This little boy is not the first kid to shoot himself. In this website, it discusses the
debatable topic of gun control. Should anybody have Guns? The tragic events that lead to the actuality of the
gun control discussion are heavily loaded with both emotion and authoritative opinions. So if we take into
consideration the above mentioned facts, it appears that gun control pros are stronger. And a free people
should be able to have a gun. Every day some news related to gun violence are being heard all over the world.
There 's. I believe our government need to have a strict limit on guns possession. With the current state of our
society these days, owning a gun has become a necessity for some, if not all, household. The next thing you
need is a powerful argument. There has been an increase in the usage of firearms. Sadly, around 32,
Americans are killed every year "from firearm injuries in the year period from to , accounting for 6. Acting
alone Mateen used an AR assault rifle and a handgun. The second amendment to the United States constitution
protects the right to keep and bear arms; but so far we have had more than 33, firearms deaths every year in
the United States. Americans who want to obtain a license to drive in the United States must pass a written
and a driving test with a government official driving instructor. According to the President "We know that we
cannot stop every act of violence with guns, but what if we tried to stop even one? Battleground America by
Jill LePore, The New Yorker If you feel like you are not well-informed enough about gun control, this article
is priceless for you. This is a very staggering statistic knowing that the U. Yet, the format of a gun control
argumentative essay demands just that. The lost of lives people have felt with in their families have been
brutal. To actually buy a gun, customers have to show proof of honest income, provide references, pass a
criminal background check, prove any military duties were completed with honor, and be fingerprinted and
photographed. Therefore so many people thinking about to buys guns and to have guns at home. With gun
control, it should not pose any problem. The article focuses on stories where gun-owning individuals helped to
confront crime and violence, as opposed to the stories where such individuals cause violence â€” that the pro
gun control lobbyists like to manipulate. What is being done about gun control?


